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The cornerstone text in emergency ultrasound--fully updated and expandedA Doody's Core Title for

2015.Ma and Mateer's Emergency Ultrasound has virtually defined the field since the first edition

was released. This trusted classic expertly covers the training, techniques, and diagnostic skills for

successful point-of-care ultrasound with a special emphasis on problems most commonly

encountered in the emergency or acute care setting.FeaturesConsistent chapter

organization:clinical considerations and indicationsanatomical considerationstechniquecommon

abnormalitiespitfallscase studiesCoverage of trauma, cardiac, critical care, pulmonary, hepatobiliary,

renal, testicular, and other ultrasound applicationsSide-by-side comparisons of normal and

abnormal scansNEW chapters on pulmonary and critical care and expanded chapters on cardiac

and musculoskeletal ultrasoundAn all New DVD demonstrates common ultrasound procedures in

real time.With its updated content, enhanced DVD, and outstanding authors, no other text improves

your ability to diagnose in the emergency setting like the third edition of Ma and Mateer's

Emergency Ultrasound.
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Whether you are new to emergency US or you run an emergency fellowship, this is the book for

you. It was hard to imagine that the previous editions could be improved, but the authors have well

and truly done it. Comprehensive, readable, with very high standards of schematics and ultrasound



images, this book covers the breadth of ED US practice very well and goes into a great amount of

depth in the always-popular areas of critical care and echocardiography. My copy is chained to the

bookcase in our education office and there's always a queue to read it. Well done to the authors for

an outstanding achievement. Cheers Justin Bowra, Sydney Australia

The preferred product for most EM ultrasound fellowships. Yes, it is more a reference text than a

quick guide, but it is clear and rapidly accessible. The CD is the quick guide and is well done.
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